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De jure versus de facto labour rights in China
For China, striking the right balance between using its abundant, cheap workforce as a competitive
advantage and protecting labour rights has been a major challenge. Although China has developed
a considerable body of law governing labour relations, there is still a huge gap between the labour
rights on the statute books and those enjoyed by workers in practice. Over-riding economic interests
to attract foreign investors and to boost economic growth have seriously undermined effective
labour rights enforcement. China's vanishing demographic dividend may require a new balance.

China's selective ratification of and compliance with ILO conventions
China has ratified only four of the eight core international labour conventions of the International Labour
Organization (ILO) (see Table 1), namely those for which it had already made provision in its 1982
Constitution and/or national legislation, since their content (for instance, equal pay) has been part and
parcel of its communist ideology. However, the rights to non-discrimination and equal pay guaranteed on
paper appear not to be enforced systematically in practice. Women, ethnic minorities and migrant workers
are known to suffer from discrimination in remuneration and access to employment. Moreover, while China
has ratified the ILO child labour and minimum age conventions and has prohibited child labour by law, this
phenomenon appears to have nonetheless not been eradicated completely.
One important ratification gap concerns the
ILO conventions on freedom of association
and on collective bargaining. They are at
odds with the Chinese leadership's
commitment to maintaining the
monopolistic position of the party-controlled
All-China Federation of Trade Unions, which
precludes the existence of independent
unions. As regards forced labour, the other
major ratification gap, the 2013 decision of
the National People's Congress to abandon
the re-education through labour system may
open opportunities for China to adopt the
ILO conventions on forced labour.

China's evolving body of law on labour relations
Since the launch of China's opening-up and reform process in 1978, fast economic growth has been the
primary national goal, while labour and social rights have been considered secondary. It was not until 1994
that labour relations were regulated comprehensively for the first time and made applicable to every
company, irrespective of its form of ownership. The marketisation of China's centrally planned economy had
required a labour law to cushion the effects of the sweeping structural changes under way. The replacement
of state-owned enterprises and life-long employment by domestic and foreign private companies, and more
flexible working conditions, had led to a fragmentation of the labour market. The departure from communist
egalitarianism entailed major social shifts and rising income inequalities. Millions of migrant workers, known
as the 'floating population' (in 2016, 282 million or 36 % of the total workforce), were hired by booming
export-oriented industries in coastal cities, for labour-intensive assembly work in precarious conditions. This
cheap, but highly vulnerable labour moved from rural to urban areas where they were – and despite ongoing
reforms still are – denied access to public services due to the strict separation of rural and urban residence
permits (hukou) issued upon birth and difficult to change. The 1994 Labour Law regulated issues such as

Table 1 – Status of China's ratification of ILO Core Labour Conventions

ILO core labour conventions Ratification by China

Forced Labour Convention not ratified

Freedom of Association and Protection of the Right to
Organise Convention not ratified

Right to Organise and Collective Bargaining Convention not ratified

Equal Remuneration Convention 2 November 1990

Abolition of Forced Labour Convention not ratified

Discrimination (Employment and Occupation) Convention 12 January 2006

Minimum Age Convention 28 April 1999

Worst Forms of Child Labour Convention 8 August 2002
Source: Fundamental Labour Rights in China - Legal Implementation and Cultural
Logic, U. Liukkunen, and Y. Chen (eds.), 2016, p. 2.
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working time, paid annual and maternity leave, and overtime pay. However, it lacked adequate enforcement
mechanisms, left loopholes, was too vague and was therefore largely circumvented. As a result, episodes of
ad hoc labour unrest referred to as 'mass incidents' increased drastically (official data do not exist),
contrasting with the ideal of a ‘harmonious society’. Although there is no constitutional right to strike, strikes
are not prohibited by law: the 1992 Trade Union Law provides for 'work stoppages' and 'go-slows'. Yet,
collective labour activism has been repressed, with activists being jailed for disturbing the public order.
In 2008, despite strong opposition from foreign firms, the Labour Contract Law, the Employment Promotion
Law, and the Labour Mediation and Arbitration Law were enacted to address gaps in the legal framework
(such as the rising informality of labour relations), to channel workers' discontent through legal mechanisms
and to ensure social stability. However, rather than enhancing collective labour rights through
representation by independent unions, these laws focus on improving individual workers' access to
mediation, arbitration and litigation. This led to a spike in labour dispute cases. The current number of court
cases may appear impressive, yet seeking legal redress is often unaffordable for unpaid workers, owing to
the high legal fees involved and the lack of legal aid. To tackle the pervasive abuse of dispatched labour, the
Labour Dispatch Law came into force in 2016. However, according to the 2015 International Trade Union
Confederation (ITUC) global rights index, China is one of 'the worst countries in the world to work in'. This
evaluation is mainly based on the gap between workers' de jure and de facto labour rights. Four major legal
and institutional weaknesses appear to impede the implementation of labour rights in China: vague laws,
ineffective labour inspectorates, shortcomings in the dispute resolution system and a limited monitoring role
for the unions. The laws' uneven application across industries and provinces has remained the reality.

Defending labour rights versus upholding China’s competitive edge in global trade
Some analysts claim that Chinese workers are becoming aware of their
rights and that the growing labour shortage as a result of the one-child
policy emboldens their struggle for labour rights. While the increasing
number of workers' protests has raised wage levels in China (see
Figure 1), it may threaten jobs as a result of relocations to other low-
cost countries and economic restructuring. Other experts have argued
that, rather than empowerment, Chinese workers are facing
'precarisation'. They assert that the implementation of labour laws is
arbitrary, as, instead of being governed by the rule of law, it is
subordinated to over-riding economic interests. In the wake of the 2008
global downturn, for example, local governments suspended a number
of labour rights which helped China retain a competitive edge in global
trade. Analysts have even taken the view that 'without systematic and
inhuman exploitation of migrant workers China would never have
achieved such a fast rate of growth'. In 2016, enhancing labour market
flexibility became a major concern for the Chinese government. It called for the removal of overly rigid and
employee-friendly provisions from the Labour Contract Law, and warned that: 'Our advantage in labour costs
is no longer as clear-cut as before; we should ease the frequency and scale of wage increases so as to
preserve our competitive advantage'.
Foreign firms in China may at times face the hard choice between compliance with Chinese labour laws,
which raises production costs compared to those of non-compliant competitors, and non-compliance, which
may lead to financial and reputational costs. EU firms tend to be more compliant than Asian and US ones,
and Chinese suppliers. Given China's selective ratification of the ILO conventions and tolerance of employers'
'creative' compliance with labour laws for the sake of maintaining economic growth, it is unlikely that when
signing trade and investment agreements in the near future, it will commit itself to ‘effectively enforcing’
domestic labour laws, as required, for example, by US trade agreements and the Trans-Pacific Partnership.

In 2013, the European Parliament welcomed the implementation of the Labour Contract Law, and called on China
to add a law on collective bargaining to its legal framework. In 2015, it urged 'EU firms investing in China to
respect international labour standards and … to go beyond Chinese labour rights, if these do not meet
internationally agreed standards'. The 2016 EU Strategy on China states that 'the EU should … continue to
encourage China to ratify further UN and ILO instruments' and that China's progress on social rights 'may provide
entry points to build up EU-China cooperation' in such areas as women's, labour, business, and human rights.

Figure 1 – Average monthly wages in
China and south-east Asian states (US$)

Source: A tightening grip, The Economist,
12 March 2015.
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